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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the challenges associated with the stationkeeping of floating systems in frontier
deepwater, and the range of solutions to address them. The paper presents the use of existing technologies, materials and
components, and compare and evaluates them to the use of novel materials, new and possibly not field proven technologies,
and design approaches.
The paper provides a high-level design basis and strategies for the stationkeeping system design, identifying key drivers
in the selection of the stationkeeping system. The paper then utilizes an example of an FPSO system moored in a range of
water depths to illustrate the current capabilities of conventional technologies and strategies to improve performance.
Introduction
Over the past 10 years the Oil and Gas Industry has successfully explored and produced from water depths up to 2,500
meters, with the Shell Stones FPSO predicted to have first oil in 2016 in approximately 2,900 meters water depth in the
Lower Tertiary region of the Gulf of Mexico. Most of the major offshore oil and gas production regions in the world have
production facilities installed in water depths between 1,000 to 2,000 meters, using a variety of floating production units,
riser and stationkeeping systems. This is close to the water depth typically defined as an upper bound for “ultra-deep” water
(3,000 meters). Today the industry looks ahead to the next frontier which can be broadly described to have a water depth
range of 3,000 to 4,500 meters (roughly 10,000 to 15,000 feet).
The success of the pre-salt fields offshore Brazil (2,000 to 2,500 meters) has led to a lot of interest in deepwater for both
the Eastern and Western Atlantic area ranging from Guyana to Uruguay in the Western Atlantic and Ivory Coast to Angola,
and even Namibia and South Africa in the Eastern Atlantic. In addition, frontier deepwater regions have been identified in the
Western Gulf of Mexico (maximum water depth of 4,400 meters) and offshore Eastern India, and Malaysia. Currently
exploration is planned / ongoing in water depths of 3,000 to 4,000 meters in many of these regions.
The objective of this paper is to take a high level view of the challenges associated with stationkeeping in these frontier
deepwater regions, and to identify the key drivers that can impact the selection and performance of the stationkeeping system.
The main function of the stationkeeping system is to provide offset control for various design environmental conditions,
based on the requirements of the riser and umbilical system to stay within certain excursion envelopes specified. This ensures
the integrity of the riser system and allows for safe operation of the unit. The emphasis on stationkeeping design is to ensure
sufficient redundancy is provided so that as a minimum a single point of failure does not result in exceedance the design
offsets, and that failure would not result in an “unzipping” of the mooring system, leading to catastrophic failure.
Two major items that have a significant impact in the selection of the stationkeeping system and its performance
requirements are the host floating production facility and the riser system that is utilized. As can be seen in ultra-deepwater a
range of systems have been utilized successfully from Tension Leg Platforms at the lower end of the water depth range to
Spars, FPSOs, and Semisubmersibles at the deeper range. Looking ahead to the frontier deepwater regions identified, it is
expected that the majority of the systems will utilize an FPSO, or in some cases an FPSO/FSO in combination with another
production facility. The Gulf of Mexico may be an exception as Semisubmersibles and Spar production systems have been
successfully deployed in water depths up to 2,500 meters.
Though a number of the topics discussed in this paper, are applicable to all moored floating systems, the focus of this
paper will be in stationkeeping systems for FPSOs that lend themselves to a wide range of stationkeeping technologies and
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sstrategies, as well
w as various riser systems. Other papers in
i this session address speciffic aspects of ssemisubmersiblle and spar
ddesign [D’Souzza, et al., 2015]], and riser systtem performan
nce in frontier ddeepwater [Saggar, et al., 20155].
S
Stationkeepin
ng Technolo
ogy for FPSO
O Systems
F
FPSOs have been
b
used exteensively by th
he offshore in
ndustry for ovver three decaades with watter depths rannging from
aapproximately 20 meters to 2,500
2
meters. From a station
nkeeping persppective the FP
PSOs can be iddentified as eitther spread
m
moored or sing
gle point moorred. A spread moored
m
FPSO
O is moored in a similar fashhion as the othher floating systems with
m
mooring legs at
a each corner of the vessel to
t maintain po
osition and heaading of the vvessel. The majjority of the siingle point
m
moored vesselss are turret moo
ored which inccludes the conn
nection points ffor all the anchhor legs and thee risers mounteed within a
bbearing supporrted structure. The turret mooring system allows
a
the vesssel to weatherrvane around tthis rotation point, while
trransferring flu
uids and signalss from subsea to topsides an
nd vice versa uusing a swivel system. The w
weathervaning aability of a
tuurret mooring allows for opttimized enviro
onmental loadin
ng on the FPS
SO hull as welll as high availlability for offl
floading. In
ggeneral in the same environm
ment, the statio
onkeeping systtem for a turreet moored vessel would typiically have few
wer anchor
legs with smalller componentss than an equiv
valent spread moored
m
system
m, for the same extreme offseets. England, ett al. [2001]
pprovides a com
mparison betweeen spread moored and turret moored
m
FPSOss.
T
Turret Moorin
ng Systems
T
Turret moored FPSOs have been
b
utilized in
i water depth
hs of approxim
mately 40 meteers to 2,500 m
meters with onee currently
uunder fabrication to be instaalled in approx
ximately 2,900
0 meters. Theyy are considerred to be the most versatilee of all the
ffloating producction systems given
g
the rang
ge of water dep
pth, environmeental conditionns, and producction rates and have been
innstalled in eveery major offsh
hore production
n region in the world. Turret technology haas also developped to allow for rapid and
ssafe disconnecttion of the moo
oring and riser system to avoiid extreme storrms or iceberggs, or to allow tthe assistance oof thrusters
too align the vesssel with the waaves or to redu
uce environmen
ntal loading.
In most cases the turret is located near th
he bow of the vessel,
v
either eexternally usingg a cantilever aarm or internallly within a
m
moonpool in th
he vessel hull. All
A communicaation between the
t subsea systtems and the vvessel flows thrrough the turreet making it
bboth a mooring
g system (load
d-transfer) and
d fluid-transferr system. Figuure 1 presents a schematic oof an internal turret that
iddentifies the major
m
componen
nts and equipm
ment that is locaated on the turr
rret mooring syystem.

Figurre 1. Schematic showing Main Features
F
of an IInternal Turret M
Mooring System
m

i the higher motions comppared to the oother two majoor deepwater production
One main characteristic of an FPSO is
ffacilities – the Spar and the Semi-Submersib
S
ble. These mottions, especiallly pitch and heeave, occur at tthe wave frequuencies and
thhe vertical mottion due to the combined pitcch and heave at
a the turret loc ation can be quuite pronounceed in harsh envvironments.
T
This results in large dynamiic loads (both extreme and fatigue) on thee anchor legs,, in addition to the slow-driift motions
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experienced by all floaters. This is an important point to consider when using stiffer materials for the stationkeeping system
for FPSOs.
FPSOs have been used extensively in cyclone or hurricane regions for over two decades with an excellent track record.
The majority of these systems have been designed to be disconnectable, allowing for a rapid disconnection within 6 to 12
hours and to reconnect once the storm has passed. For these regions using this approach also puts less demands on the
stationkeeping system as it does not need to experience the 100-year cyclone or hurricane conditions with the FPSO attached,
and on the riser system as it does not need to experience large offsets coupled with extreme wave frequency motions. In the
Gulf of Mexico the design seastate for the FPSO connected has a significant wave height of 8 meters compared to the 100year hurricane with significant wave height of 15 meters. The trade-off is that the buoy that disconnects with the mooring and
risers needs to be sized to provide sufficient net buoyancy to support the mooring and riser systems at typical depths of 30 to
70 meters below mean water level (MWL). These systems usually require integrated engineering between the turret mooring
system and the riser system to ensure an optimized system.
In hurricane or cyclone environments the disconnectable turret mooring system provides a means of optimizing the
capacity of the stationkeeping system and also reduces the requirements on the riser system as they do not remain connected
to the vessel in the 100-year environment. Hybrid riser systems are a complementary system to this stationkeeping
technology as the payload on the turret is similar with increases in water depth as the majority of the riser weight is supported
by an independent structure as described in a later section. The use of a hybrid system limits the impact of riser content
density to that contained in the flexible jumpers thus minimizing the impact on disconnected buoy depth.
Dynamically Positioned FPSOs
Dynamic positioning is another stationkeeping technology that is suitable for FPSO systems, and would seem to be an
excellent option for stationkeeping in the range of water depths being considered in this paper. This technology has already
been applied to deepwater drill ships for several years, with the latest generation of drill ships being capable of operating in
3,000 meters of water, and remains on station in 10-year hurricane conditions. These drill ships also have hydrocarbon
processing and storage capability up to 15,000 bbls/day.
The MV Seillean was used as a dynamically positioned production vessel in the North Sea for 8 years and then relocated
to Brazil in a water depth of almost 1,900 meters. In addition, a number of dynamically positioned FPSOs have been used as
well test systems, or early production systems in various locations in the world [Lovie 2009]. Currently the Helix Producer is
the first dynamically positioned FPSO in the Gulf of Mexico with a disconnectable riser buoy that is also supported by a light
mooring system to provide stationkeeping for the risers once the riser buoy is disconnected from the vessel.
Thruster-assisted mooring systems for FPSOs have been used for almost twenty years, with a number of facilities in the
North Sea having center mounted turrets that require heading control to provide the desired weathervaning ability. FPSOs
like the Terra Nova FPSO were designed with thrusters to allow for disconnection, sail away, and reconnection to the buoy
without support vessels, and these thrusters were also used to provide heading control and some offset reduction in the
extreme storm conditions. Some of these FPSOs were designed with redundancy for the thrusters and also to allow for
maintenance of the thrusters within the hull of the vessel. This allows for the FPSO to continue production while the thrusters
are maintained in-situ.
Duggal et al. [2004] have discussed the study of a large dynamically positioned FPSO for the Gulf of Mexico, for water
depths of 2,500 meters. This particular system was designed to produce 125,000 bbls of oil per day and to support 12 risers
and 4 umbilicals with a storage capacity of 1 million barrels. The system was designed to stay on station in seastates up to the
10-year hurricane condition and have a disconnectable riser buoy to support the risers after disconnect. The study included
both performance and cost estimates and one major conclusion was that the threshold from a cost perspective was for water
depths around 2,500 meters. This would indicate that it could be a viable and cost effective option in the frontier water depths
being considered in this paper but this would need to be weighed against the long-term reliability of such a system, and
whether the regulatory environment would allow such a concept as a permanent production facility. Based on the experiences
obtained in the industry, it should be effective as an early production / extended well test system that would have a relatively
short deployment (say less than 7 years) compared to a permanent facility required to stay on station for over twenty years. In
most cases the disconnectable riser buoy would need to have a supplemental mooring system to help provide stability to the
riser system and this would negate the advantages of a pure dynamically positioned FPSO which would need any mooring
system expense and installation. This approach would need to be compared to a traditional passively moored disconnectable
FPSO like the Stones and Cascade and Chinook FPSOs in the Gulf of Mexico.
Key Factors Influencing the Stationkeeping System in Frontier Deepwater
In moving to frontier deepwater, the key factors that influence the selection of the stationkeeping system are similar to the
drivers that influenced the decision for the existing production facilities in 2,000 to 3,000 meters. The focus here is to capture
some key lessons learnt, to identify some parameters that can impact the stationkeeping system selected, and to highlight
those that need better definition before finalizing the design. The main parameters discussed here are:
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Water depth, metocean conditions, and seabed details
Floater type
Stationkeeping design philosophy
Riser system
Mooring system components
Installation requirements
Regulatory environment

As mentioned earlier the focus of this paper will be for stationkeeping technology as applied to FPSO systems. This also
serves as a good example since FPSOs have generally utilized a wide range of technologies for both stationkeeping and riser
systems and a subset of these technologies have been used for the other deepwater floating systems. Thus the discussion for
the rest of the paper is mainly focused on FPSO systems and the experience gained from a number of deepwater installations.
Water Depth, Metocean Conditions and Seabed Details
As described in the introduction the focus of this paper is on water depths ranging from 3,000 to 4,500 meters in various
regions of the world. As many of these frontier deepwater regions are adjacent to shallower water regions in which
production has occurred for several years the general metocean conditions are well known. For the Western Atlantic the
environment ranges from relatively mild and hurricane regions to the North and swell dominated and stormy environments to
the South with high average seastates and 100-year return-period conditions approaching 12 meters significant. Certain
regions are also susceptible to large ocean circulation currents that can affect the weathervaning and motion performance of
the turret moored FPSOs and also have some impact on offloading and operability.
Along the Eastern Atlantic the environment ranges from relatively benign in the North but subject to severe squalls that
typically drive the maximum offsets and loads of the stationkeeping system, to much higher average waves and extreme
seastates as further South off Namibia and South Africa. East India and the Gulf of Mexico are subject to high intensity
hurricanes, while offshore Malaysia the seastate is best described as moderately severe. Typically wind and wave data is
readily available (or can be developed) in most regions of the world, but the challenge has been the definition of the current
environment (intensity and direction) in frontier regions (where minimal offshore activity has taken place) especially when
influenced by the global circulation that typically needs to be developed by a measurement program in advance of the
production facility design.
Another issue that needs to be addressed during the concept selection or pre-FEED phase is the proper characterization of
the soil and the seabed bathymetry. Generally high resolution geophysical data is available from the exploration phase but
many times the surveys are not focused on determining specific properties of the soil required for foundation design or proper
layout of the mooring and riser systems until the FEED stage. At times surprises have been known to occur that cause major
changes to the basis of design. This has ranged from the soil shear strength being greatly reduced from that observed in
shallower water, to improper identification of canyons and unstable surface slopes that are not suitable for anchor placement
and installation. In many cases the detailed geotechnical data required to size the anchors is only available once the project is
in EPIC phase and lower strengths can lead to large impacts on anchor sizes and weights, and the resulting equipment
required for installation. In discussing stationkeeping systems in these deep waters reducing vessel offsets can also result in
large increases in anchor loads that also impacts anchor sizing.
Riser Systems
A variety of riser systems have been utilized as the industry has moved to deeper water depths and the advancements have
followed two paths: extension of technologies used in shallower water, and development of novel riser designs that allow
easier extension to deepwater. Typically riser systems can be defined as “coupled” and “uncoupled” systems, with the
coupled systems referring to the direct attachment of the risers to the floater, resulting in the FPSO supporting the riser, while
an uncoupled system uses an intermediate independent support for the majority of the riser, and then attaches to the floater
using short flexible jumpers.
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Figure
F
2. Couple
ed and Uncouplled Riser Syste ms (courtesy off Subsea 7)

The riser sy
ystem is a majo
or driver in thee stationkeepin
ng performancee required as thhe extreme offfsets, coupled w
with vessel
m
motions, drive the selection and
a cost of thee riser system. Typical extrem
me intact offseets that have beeen used in thee design of
thhese systems for
f FPSOs rang
ge from 5% to 8% of water deepth for water depths of 1,5000 to 2,500 metters, with the loower offset
rrange being utiilized in mild environments or where riserr systems havee been designeed in isolationn from the statiionkeeping
ssystem, and the larger offsetts utilized in harsher
h
environ
nments or wheere integrated design of the stationkeepingg and riser
ssystem have beeen performed
d. If looking at
a trends in thee industry, we would expectt the extreme offsets requireed in these
ffrontier deepwaater regions to be reduced as a percentage of
o water depth,, especially forr the uncoupledd riser systemss. Based on
oour experience we would recommend that an
a integrated approach
a
to thee riser and stattionkeeping bee performed to ensure the
ccombined systeem is optimizeed as compared
d to optimization performed separately as iis quite comm
mon in the induustry today.
P
Petruska, et al. [2002] describ
bes a selection process for co
oupled and unccoupled riser syystems for a deeepwater FSO in the Gulf
oof Mexico.
Coupled Riiser Systems
Typical cou
upled riser systtems used in deepwater
d
are either
e
simple ccatenary or lazyy-wave flexiblle unbonded piipe or steel
ppipe risers. Forr FPSO system
ms simple cateenary risers aree utilized in m
mild to moderaate environmennts, transitioninng to lazyw
wave configuraations as the veessel motions increase.
i
For FPSO
F
systems tthe majority off the riser systeems utilized arre based on
fflexible unbond
ded pipe techn
nology, though
h systems that utilize
u
steel caatenary and lazzy-wave risers have been in production
ffor many yearss, e.g. The Exx
xonMobil Erhaa FPSO offsho
ore Nigeria, annd the Shell BC-10 FPSO offfshore Brazil. The Shell
S
Stones disconnectable FPSO system will utiilize steel lazy wave risers in 2,900 meters oof water.
For these riser systems thee increase in water
w
depth has a number of isssues that needd to be properlyy addressed as part of the
sselection. As th
he depth increeases the riser structure has to
t be designedd to withstand higher hydrosstatic pressuress, typically
rresulting in hig
gher weights/un
nit length coup
pled with a posssible reductionn in internal diiameter (ID). T
This could be thhe case for
fflexible risers that
t
are curren
ntly limited to water
w
depths of
o about 2,500 meters in the 8 to 10 inch IID range. In aaddition the
inncrease in top tension may reequire the use of
o additional buoyancy to maaintain tensionss and fatigue looads in acceptaable ranges
thhat may also im
mpact the metthod of installaation and the co
ost of the riserr system. Anotther point to coonsider is that for a large
nnumber of riserrs attached to the floater the net horizontall force appliedd to the stationn keeping systeem is quite largge and can
innfluence the peerformance, lay
yout and desig
gn of the station
nkeeping systeem. Currently, with the deplooyment of steell lazy-wave
rrisers in 2,900 meters
m
of wateer depth we seee that technolog
gy possibly beiing extended too much greaterr water depths.. This topic
is addressed in much greater detail
d
in Sagar,, et al. [2015].
Uncoupled Riser Systemss
Uncoupled riser systems capture all riseer designs thatt utilize a buoyyancy module or structure too completely ssupport the
m
majority of the riser system and
a have flexib
ble jumpers to connect from tthe upper porttion of the suppported riser to the vessel.
T
Typically thesee riser systemss utilize steel pipe
p
for the majority
m
of the riser system aand the use off an independeent support
ssystem and thee use of jumpers effectively decouples
d
the motions of thee vessel from the steel riserss, reducing thee impact of
ddynamic loadin
ng on the steell risers. Figuree 2 illustrates a number of risser systems thhat have been uused in the inddustry. The
m
most commonly
y used uncoupled risers systeems are:
 A Single Leg Hy
ybrid riser conssists of an indiv
vidual vertical steel riser suppported by a buooyancy can, with a single
mper connected
d between the riser and the vessel.
v
This risser type has beeen used in watter depths just over 1,000
jum
meeters (Kizombaa ‘A’ and Kizomba ‘B’ FPS
SOs), and the BP PSVM FP
PSO in 2,000 m
meters of wateer. Typical
maaximum intact offset requirem
ments for this riser
r
system aree around 5% off water depth ffor these fields.
 Hy
ybrid Riser Tow
wers which con
nsist of a bund
dle of risers in tthe form of a toower supportedd by a buoyanccy can with
fleexible jumpers connected to th
he vessel. Thiss riser system hhas been in opeeration for oveer 15 years for the Total’s
Girassol FPSO, and also deplo
oyed at BP’s Greater
G
Plutoniio FPSO and tthe Total Clovve FPSO in waater depths
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around 1,200 to 1,400 meters. The typical maximum intact offset for this system is around 5% of water depth as
well.
Buoyancy Supported Riser System has been recently installed at the Guara-Lula Field in 2,130 meters,
connected to a spread moored FPSO. The concept consists of a large buoyancy tank tethered to the seabed with a
number of tethers that is used to support up to 27 steel catenary risers. Flexible jumper hoses connect the SCRs
to the vessel. The system in Brazil has been designed for a maximum intact offset of 6.5% of water depth.

In all of these systems the depth of the support buoy or upper end of the steel risers is on the order of 250 to 300 meters,
positioned about 300 meters away from the floater hang-off point. The flexible jumpers are designed for offsets ranging from
5% to 7% of water depth in 1,500 to 2,300 meters of water, though the range could probably be increased by setting a
different elevation and position of the support buoy system, which essentially would increase the cost of the riser system.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the effectiveness of this system in water depths up to 4,500 meters, but the
assumption is being made that the system would be installed at a similar elevation and offset location that what was used in
the shallower water depths, with jumpers of similar length. In this case we should assume that the allowable offset would be
around the same magnitude as what we would have for the shallower water depths so the stationkeeping allowable extreme
offset would range from 3 to 5% of water depth for the 4,500 meter case. This sets a benchmark for controlling extreme
offsets in these frontier water depths based on the riser system.
Anchor Leg System Components and Design
Most floating systems use a passive stationkeeping system based on anchor legs comprised of various components. In
shallow water, chain in a catenary configuration is used with a large length on the seafloor, and as the water depth increases
catenary moorings are based on combinations of wire rope and chain. The restoring force from the mooring comes from the
catenary shape and the weight of the mooring components (geometric stiffness), and the axial stiffness of the components.
Typically as the water depth approaches 1,000 meters polyester rope has been used as the primary component, typically
terminated with chain at both the floater interface and at the anchor. The mooring systems are either in a taut or semi-taut
configuration, with the majority of the restoring force generated from the axial stiffness of the polyester rope, coupled with
some geometric stiffness from the catenary shape of the mooring. These mooring systems have now been deployed in water
depths of almost 3,000 meters and typically offsets of 5 to 10% of water depth have been achieved for a variety of
environmental conditions. Note that with increase in water depth and the reduction in extreme offset requirements a common
approach is to increase the pretension of the mooring legs. For systems with chain at the floater – anchor leg connection point
this can lead to large increases in out-of-plane bending fatigue of the top chain at the fairlead. As a rule of thumb this
pretension should be limited to approximately 15% of the MBL of the top chain.
One objective of this paper is to evaluate the stationkeeping performance of conventional mooring designs for water
depths up to 4,500 meters. In addition, the use of synthetic ropes comprised of stiffer synthetic fibers (as compared to
polyester rope) is investigated and some general trends reported. The stiffer mooring ropes can be used to reduce vessel offset
but the maximum dynamic loads and fatigue loads increase, resulting in a trade-off between offset, load and the associated
costs. This is illustrated by the example at the end of the paper that studies the performance of the stationkeeping system of a
turret-moored FPSO in various water depths up to 4,500 meters.
Installation Related Requirements
Installation of deepwater subsea, riser and mooring systems will probably require relatively high specification installation
vessels with very large winch and crane capacity, along with large deck space and / or supply barges to install the large
amounts of equipment required, especially for the mooring and riser systems. Though this is not a major focus of this paper it
needs to be recognized that the cost of installation can far exceed the value of the mooring components so a major focus of
the frontier deep mooring design needs to be on ease of installation rather than to minimize component costs. This could
require utilizing stiffer, more expensive fiber ropes for the mooring system for offset control (with components of higher
MBL to account for the higher loading) rather than increasing the number of legs with less expensive components as an
example. In addition from a mooring integrity perspective the system should be designed to allow for easy adjustment or
replacement of a mooring leg to offset the large cost of using high specification vessels in remote regions intervention and
support activities.
It is well documented that lifting and lowering operations in deepwater can result in large amounts of dynamic
amplification as well as loading on the crane / winch systems and will require detailed analysis and engineering to ensure
compatibility of existing equipment to operate efficiently in these water depths. Bruschi, et al. [2015] should provide
additional details on some of the challenges and requirements for frontier deepwater installation.
Permanent Mooring Systems for Frontier Deepwater
Mooring systems in 4,500 meters of water will probably be required to have relatively small offsets as a percentage of water
depth compared to systems currently installed in 2,000 to 2,500 meters. Typically for anchor leg systems offset is controlled
by using heavy catenary mooring systems in shallow water to taut-leg systems utilizing synthetic fiber ropes in deepwater.
Offsets in deepwater can be controlled by increasing the pretension of the anchor leg, using stiffer mooring components, or
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using a larger number of legs. Increasing pretension / stiffer mooring components can result in higher loads on the system
and also increased fatigue damage, while an increase in the number of anchor legs can increase the total cost of installation.
So the mooring design needs to evaluate all of the options above to develop the optimum stationkeeping performance.
One of the strengths of using polyester rope over steel wire rope in water depths up to 3,000 meters is that the low axial
stiffness of the rope, the large extension to failure, and the low weight in water allow good offset control without resulting in
high loads or fatigue damage. In addition the long-term performance of polyester rope is exceptional compared to the
traditional steel wire and chain components, with minimal loss of strength after 15 years of service.
For water depths approaching 4,500 meters there are probably situations where polyester is too compliant to provide the
desired control unless the pretension is increased to where maximum mooring loads and fatigue damage become an issue.
One alternative that has been proposed is to use synthetic ropes with a higher axial stiffness, using fibers like HMPE
(Dyneema), Aramid (Kevlar) and Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP, Vectran) in place of polyester rope, or use segments of these
ropes in series with polyester segments to develop an optimum stiffness.
This section will provide a summary of the performance of the high modulus fibers and provide some information of their
suitability for deepwater mooring. The last section will use an example of a turret moored FPSO in 4,500 meters of water to
demonstrate the stationkeeping performance of polyester mooring systems versus mooring systems utilizing high modulus
fiber ropes.
Synthetic Fiber Ropes
Polyester Rope
Polyester rope is now commonly used as a mooring component for deepwater moorings, typically exceeding 1,000 meters
in water depth. Polyester rope was first studied in detail as a permanent mooring component in the early 1990’s [Del
Vecchio, 1992] and first utilized in the mid 1990’s offshore Brazil. By the early 2000’s polyester rope had become a
mainstream component for deepwater moorings as it was quickly recognized as an enabling technology to effectively provide
stationkeeping performance in deepwater, and has been shown to have an excellent track record of long-term integrity,
especially compared to the traditional chain and steel spiral strand components.
Compared to steel spiral strand wire, polyester rope has a much lower weight in water, a lower axial stiffness, and much
higher tension-tension fatigue life, allowing it to be used effectively in taut-leg mooring systems. Its low weight results in
relative low pretensions of the anchor leg system compared to that used with wire, and its low stiffness results in reduced
extreme and fatigue dynamic loading in the anchor leg system (including the anchor) and thus on the steel components which
are more susceptible to fatigue damage. In addition its low weight makes it much easier to install, and as long as the
installation is properly engineered and equipped to install the polyester system, it can be installed safely and with minimal
risk of damage. Polyester ropes recovered after 10 to 15 years of service have shown minimal loss of the design MBL and no
noticeable degradation of the cover or splices. It should also be noted that polyester fiber is now a commodity with a very
large capacity of fiber available in the market place, and thus is relatively inexpensive. If there is one negative with polyester
it is that the diameter of a polyester rope with equivalent MBL of sheathed spiral strand steel wire would be 50% greater.
This requires large reels for the polyester rope and in many cases the capacity of the winches on board available installation
vessels limit the lengths of continuous polyester rope segments that can be used; thus requiring the connection of shorter
segments of polyester rope to get the desired length. For example offshore Brazil on projects for PETROBRAS, the
installation vessel winch capacity is typically limited at 1,000 meters of 1,250 MT MBL polyester rope when each leg
requires approximately 3,000 meters of rope.
Synthetic fibers like polyester are visco-elastic materials and do not exhibit a linear load-elongation curve like steel. The
properties of both the fibers and ropes have been studied extensively by the industry over the past 20 years to provide a
description of the behavior of the rope. As described in Del Vecchio (1992) the equivalent stiffness of polyester rope is a
function of the mean load, the load amplitude, and to a lesser extent the period of load application. In addition, polyester fiber
has a logarithmic creep characteristic, and the rope would see permanent elongation under sustained loading due to the fibers
bedding in (as compared to the new rope manufactured under relatively low tension). Due to the complex stiffness
characteristics of the polyester rope it should also be noted the actual stiffness seen during stationkeeping is also a function of
the floating host motion characteristics, and the environment.
There are a number of standards and codes that specify tests to perform on a rope to get a set of consistent values that
confirm the characteristics of the fiber, define elongation as a function of load history, and estimate stiffness as a function of
mean load, amplitude, and load frequency. This is shown in Figure 3 which shows the results of a stiffness test being
performed on a worked polyester rope.
It is also quite common for engineers in the industry to express the stiffness as a multiplier of the MBL of the rope. Using
this approach the stiffness can range from a static stiffness of around 12 times MBL to a stiffness of up to 30 times MBL for
loading of 40% to 50% of the MBL. Permanent elongation of a polyester rope when loaded to 50% of MBL for a number of
cycles can be 3% to 4% of the unworked rope length. This obviously has implications in the analysis and design of mooring
systems as the water depth increases. Note that polyester fiber and rope is probably the most studied material/component in
the stationkeeping industry and the twenty year effort that has gone into this has resulted in improvements in rope design and
termination technology to where the efficiency of the rope (based on fiber MBL) is in the order of 70% to 75% compared to
around 50% to 60% when first utilized.
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Figure 3. Stiffness test of polyester rope

All of these factors need to be taken into account in the mooring design to ensure the proper rope characteristics are used
in the analysis and design of the stationkeeping system and the correct “unworked” new length ropes are specified. It is also
important to ensure that proper estimates of rope elongation due to the rope being worked during installation and during the
life of the field are used to ensure that the installation approach or ability to adjust length of the mooring once installed are
properly specified. This is extremely important as the water depth increases where you have several kilometers of synthetic
rope in one anchor leg.
High Modulus Fiber Ropes
There are a number of high modulus and strength fibers that have been developed over the years in the market and have
been used in a variety of applications in a number of industries. Currently there are four fibers that are seen to have promise
for the offshore industry as a stiffer and lighter replacement for polyester fiber ropes when required and are seen to have an
application as we move to water depths around 4,500 meters.
To date, all permanently moored systems in ultra-deepwater are utilizing mooring systems with polyester rope combined
with chain and or spiral strand wire rope. This has been seen to be effective in water depths up to 2,500 meters, and will also
be deployed for the Stones FPSO in 2016. This seems to indicate that in most cases polyester rope moorings have been
shown to be suitable for water depths up to approximately 3,000 meters, especially for FPSOs.
The four fibers that have been studied for use as mooring components are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PEN
Aramid (Kevlar)
HMPE (Dyneema)
LCP (Vectran)

Of the 4 fibers PEN (Polyethylene Naphthalate) is a high performance member of the polyester family that results in an
effective increase in rope stiffness of approximately 30% over a polyester rope. The other three fibers when used in rope
constructions have an effective stiffness that is similar (with caveats) and range about 3 to 4 times that of polyester rope.
These three fibers also have about the same weight per meter and diameter for a given break strength and for the purpose of
this paper the ropes manufactured from fibers these are assumed to have the same stiffness and weight properties. However,
at the fiber level the differences between the three can be quite pronounced as described in some of the references to this
paper [Davies, et al., 2002, Del Vecchio, and da Silva, 2011, Huntley, 2011; and Haach, et al., 2011].
Figure 4 presents the quasi-static stiffness of a worked polyester rope and an aramid rope from [Huntley, 2011]. The load
elongation curve helps illustrate the behavior of the synthetic ropes under load, and provide a comparison between the
relative stiffness of the high modulus fiber ropes compared to a standard polyester rope. It is also seen that the behavior is
similar for the two ropes and this is also true when studying the dynamic stiffness behavior as a function of mean load, load
amplitude, and frequency. The following subsections provide additional information on the three high modulus fiber ropes
and will not address the PEN fiber ropes though they are also a viable candidate.
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Figure 4. Co
omparison betw
ween Quasi-Stattic Stiffness of a Kevlar and Po
olyester Rope (c
courtesy of Whiitehill Manufactturing).

Aramid Rop
pes
Aramid mo
ooring ropes were
w
first used
d in the industry as part oof the mooringg of a construuction vessel during the
innstallation of the
t Elena guyeed tower in thee mid 1980’s. A number off the mooring llines had prem
mature failures during the
ooperation and the
t failures weere studied and
d reported by [Reiwald,
[
19866]. The primarry cause of faiilure was due tto the pure
ccompressive faatigue behavior of the aramiid yarns that were
w
determinned to have kiinked at severral locations. T
The failure
m
mechanisms weere due to a co
ombination of factors but incclude the fact tthat the rope w
was in the toucch down zone and was in
ccontact with th
he seabed obv
viously causing
g compression
n in that sectioon of the roppe. Failures alsso occurred near splices
inndicating that fibers were seeeing compressiion in those areeas.
n
of stud
dies and tests have
h
been cond
ducted on Kevllar based ropess [Chi, et al., 22009; Huntley, 2011] that
Recently a number
sshow that imprroved finishes on
o the fibers coupled with im
mproved rope cconstruction annd terminationn exceed the reqquirements
oof the compression test requirred by ABS which requires cycling
c
the roppe for 2000 cyccles between 1% and 20% off MBL and
hhaving a remaining MBL grreater than 95%. This comb
bined with prooper mooring design that w
would keep thee minimum
tension above 2% of MBL would
w
make aramid
a
based ropes
r
a promissing high moddulus fiber roppe alternative as it has a
rrelatively largee manufacturin
ng capacity com
mpared to thee other high m
modulus fibers. Currently thee cost of an arramid rope
w
would be aboutt 2 to 2.5 timess that of a polyeester rope with
h equivalent breeak strength.
HMPE Rop
pes
HMPE (Hig
gh Modulus Po
olyethylene) ro
opes have also
o been used in the oil and gaas industry, esppecially for lift
fting slings,
w
winch ropes, and
a towing lin
nes due to theiir light weightt, equivalent sstrength to diaameter ratio ass wire rope, annd ease of
hhandling charaacteristics. Thee HMPE fiber is known to have very pooor creep rates and creep ruppture has alwaays been a
cconcern, especiially when used in applicatio
ons where a hig
gh load is appliied on the ropee for a long duuration (say 50% of MBL
ffor a month). HMPE
H
ropes are
a typically made
m
with threee distinct fiberrs today: SK755, SK78 and D
DM20. SK75 iis the fiber
m
most people asssociate with HMPE
H
and is used
u
for work ropes
r
but has vvery poor creeep characteristiics and is not ssuitable for
uuse as a moorin
ng rope. SK78 [Leite, et al., 2011]
2
has been
n approved forr MODU ropess as the creep rrate is improveed to where
itt is considered
d to be acceptab
ble for most tem
mporary appliccations, while DM20 [Leite, et al., 2012] iss a newly developed fiber
w
whose creep ratte is dramaticaally reduced to a level that is considered
c
appplicable for moost permanent m
mooring appliccations, but
thhe data availab
ble for assessm
ment today is lim
mited.
HMPE ropees are marginaally the stiffest and lightest ro
opes of the threee high modullus fibers discuussed here but the impact
oof creep can aff
ffect the long-teerm effective stiffness
s
of the rope, especiallly if you consiider the case of a Spar in a looop current
inn the Gulf of Mexico
M
where the mean load
d in the rope caan exceed 40%
% of MBL and have a duratioon of 2 to 3 weeeks. For a
tyypical floater like
l
an FPSO when you look
k at the variatiion of stiffnesss as a functionn of load and lload amplitudee, it can be
cconsidered to be
b equivalent to
o the other two
o high modulu
us ropes in stiff
ffness and weigght for the exaample that is prresented in
thhe next section
n.
One issue that
t
may need to be addresseed for HMPE is
i the limited ccapacity in thee market todayy for the large production
rrequired for offfshore mooring
g ropes, especiially in ultra-deeepwaters. Currrently it is esttimated that roopes constructeed from the
D
DM20 fiber wo
ould cost 3 to 4 times that for a polyester rop
pe with equivaalent MBL.
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LCP Ropes
LCP (Liquid Crystal Polymer, Vectran) is a relatively new fiber being introduced for deepwater mooring ropes. Typically
the properties of this fiber are very similar to aramid but with much better axial compression fatigue and creep performance
[Flory, 1992; Del Vecchio, 2011]. The rope stiffness and submerged weight per unit length is similar to the ropes made from
aramids. Currently capacity is limited and costs are similar to HMPE but there is a potential for this fiber to be mass
produced at a lower cost if the market demands it.
Case Study: Permanent Mooring Performance as a function of Water Depth and Synthetic Rope Stiffness
In order to evaluate the application of high modulus synthetic material in frontier deepwater mooring systems a comparative
study has been performed. For the purpose of this study, an internal turret mooring system with 9 taut legs arranged in 3
groups of 3 legs is evaluated. Table 1 presents the vessel properties used here and represent a typical converted VLCC. The
mooring legs comprise three main sections of top chain, synthetic rope, and bottom chain. The study is performed for three
water depths (WD) of 1,500, 3,000, and 4,500 meters covering the range of current design practice to frontier deepwater
areas. For each water depth, three synthetic rope configurations are considered: a) all polyester (100% Poly), b) a blended
configuration with equal lengths of polyester and high modulus rope (50% Poly & 50% HM), c) all high modulus (100%
HM). It is known that use of high modulus synthetic ropes is not common for water depths for the shallower water depths but
was included for completeness of this study. For simplicity, a linearized estimate of axial stiffness of 18.5 times MBL is
considered for polyester rope, and a value of 55 times MBL for the high modulus synthetic rope. These assumed stiffnesses
are considered to be representative of the overall dynamic stiffness of the two ropes under quasi-static and dynamic loading
and are thus higher than the quasi-static stiffness values, while lower than the peak dynamic stiffness values. These stiffness
values tend to be conservative for calculation of extreme offset and fatigue damage while underestimating the extreme
dynamic loads. It should be noted that the main purpose of this comparative study is to evaluate the trends and absolute
values are not that important as the mooring systems studied are not optimized for the conditions considered here.
Table 1. Properties of the FPSO

Length

320 m

Breadth

56 m

Draught

15.5 m

Displacement

230188 mT

Top Side Weight

20000 mT

Daily production

100000 bbl/day

Table 2 presents the component lengths and general characteristics of studied mooring systems. To limit the number of
contributing variables, the top chain and bottom chain segments are kept the same in all cases studied. Following the same
idea, at each water depth, the top tension and mooring horizontal radius are kept constant for different synthetic rope
configurations, i.e. only synthetic rope length, mass, and stiffness are varying. As can be seen in Table 2, the pretension has
increased from 180 MT for the 1,500 meter water depth to 200 MT and 225 MT respectively for 3,000 meters and 4,500
meters water depths. The increase in the pre-tension as a function of water depth is considered for more consistency in the
mooring system stiffness and is considered reasonable for a mooring system with components of approximately the size
assumed. For out-of-plane bending fatigue of top chain, it is recommended to keep the pre-tension to less than 15% of MBL
which is maintained in this study.
Table 2. Mooring System Components and Properties
1500m WD
Section

Description

3000m WD

4500m WD

100% 50% POLY 100% 100% 50% POLY 100% 100% 50% POLY 100%
POLY - 50% HM HM POLY - 50% HM HM POLY - 50% HM HM
Segment Length [m]

Top Chain
Synthetic Rope

Studless Grade R4 130mm Dia.

150

Polyester

2100
225

225

High Modulus
Bottom Chain

Studless Grade R4 130mm Dia.

150

150

150

150

150

150

1052

-

4000

1052

2107

-

225

225

225

150

2003

-

6300

3158

-

2003

4014

-

3158

6334

225

225

225

225

Mooring Leg Properties
Horizontal Radius [m]

1982

3215

5005

Top Tention [mton]

175

200

270

150
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In Figure 5 the restoring force curves as
a a function of
o normalized offset are preesented. These curves are geenerated by
aapplying a stattic force to thee mooring systtem and determ
mining the offs
fset as the loadd increases. Ass indicated earrlier in this
ppaper, the stiffn
fness of a taut mooring
m
system
m is mainly do
ominated by thhe axial stiffneess of mooringg components, with some
ggeometric stiffn
ness from the catenary
c
config
guration of the legs. This cann be clearly seeen by comparinng the slope off the curves
ffor different sy
ynthetic rope configurations
c
ure 5. For insttance, the moooring system w
with all high m
modulus in
shown in Figu
44,500 meters off water depth is
i almost 3 tim
mes stiffer than the mooring ssystem with alll polyester. This indicates thaat based on
sstatic loads the high modulus system is effective in reduciing offset as exxpected by its hhigh axial stiffn
fness. In generaal, as water
ddepth increasess the mooring system
s
stiffnesss decreases du
ue to longer syynthetic rope seegments. Howeever, the moorring system
sstiffness changes almost lineaarly with waterr depth due to linear increasee in the length of synthetic roope. This can bbe realized
bby comparing the
t curves of th
he same rope configuration
c
in
i different waater depth. Thee significance oof this observaation is that
thhe same syntheetic rope config
guration will have
h
a similar offset
o
performaance in differennt water depthss.
To evaluatee the dynamic characteristicss of the moorin
ng systems a ccomparative stuudy is carried out. Differentt aspects of
ddynamic analy
ysis including regular motion analysis, ex
xtreme analysiis, and fatiguee analysis are evaluated. It should be
m
mentioned thatt a detailed mo
odal and dynam
mic analysis of
o mooring sysstem is not in tthe scope of thhis paper and only some
ggeneral trends are
a highlighted
d here.

Figure 5. Restoring Force cu
urves as a functtion of Normalizzed Offset

mic analysis haas been started
d with perform
ming a simple parametric annalysis using rregular motionns. For this
The dynam
ppurpose, the top
p end of mooriing leg is oscilllated vertically
y with 1 meter amplitude andd periods rangiing from 8 to 112 seconds.
T
The amplitude of mooring leg tension at th
he fairlead and anchor are sum
ummarized in T
Table 3. As exxpected, the meean tension
rreduces along the mooring leg.
l
A general trend seen in
n the results prresented in Taable 3 is that dynamic load amplitude
rreduces as the mooring leg sttiffness decreaases. This mean
ns that using sstiffer materiall may translatee to higher extrreme loads
aand fatigue dam
mage. Anotherr point worth mentioning
m
is that
t
the dynam
mic load ampliitude tends to increase from fairlead to
aanchor. This phenomenon
p
iss more pronou
unced in softeer systems, e.gg. 100% POL
LY in 4,500 m
meters water ddepth. This
inndicates that fo
or soft systemss the most critical point for teension-tension fatigue may not be the top chain. More disscussion on
tension-tension
n fatigue of mooring chain com
mponents is prrovided later inn this section.
Table 3.
3 Tension Ampllitude in Regula
ar Motion Analys
ysis - Heave Am plitude of 1 metter

Synthetic
Rope

Loc.

W = 1500m
WD

WD
D = 3000m

WD = 4500m

Am
mp (T) - [mton]

Amp (T) - [mton]

Amp (T)) - [mton]

T = 8secc T = 10sec T = 12sec T = 8sec T = 10sec T = 12seec T = 8sec T = 10sec T = 12sec
Faairlead

8.5

7.3

5.5

2.5

3.6

3.7

4.2

2
2.1

2.0

100% POLY Anchor
A

10.4

7.9

5.9

6.8

5.6

5.1

6.5

5
5.0

4.3

Ratio

1.2

1.1

1.1

2.7

1.5

1.4

1.6

2
2.4

2.1

Faairlead

13.3

9.8

6.8

5.6

6.3

5.5

2.1

3
3.0

3.6

A
Anchor

14.0

9.8

6.8

8.9

7.8

6.6

6.9

6
6.0

5.6

Ratio

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.6

1.2

1.2

3.3

2
2.0

1.6

Faairlead

19.7

11.9

7.6

13.8

11.2

8.2

7.2

7
7.7

6.6

A
Anchor

18.8

11.2

7.4

16.0

12.1

8.9

12.0

100.4

8.6

Ratio

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.7

1
1.3

1.3

50% POLY
50% HM

100% HM

In the nextt step, a set off extreme analy
ysis are perforrmed for a relaatively severe storm conditioon with signifficant wave
hheight of 13 meeters, peak periiod of 14 secon
nds, a 1-hour average
a
wind sppeed of 36 metters/second, annd a surface currrent speed
oof 1 meter/seco
ond. The globaal analysis is conducted
c
for co-linear
c
windd, wave, and cuurrent approachhing the moorring system
inn-line with a mooring
m
group and in-betweeen two moorin
ng groups usingg a fully dynam
mic frequency domain calculation. The
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sstatistics of inteerest are the most
m probable maximum
m
(MP
PM) vessel low
w-frequency offfset (includes tthe mean offseet), and the
m
most critical MPM
M
mooring leg tension in
n a 3-hour storrm. The resultss of these anallyses are summ
marized in Figgure 6. For
eeasier comparisson the offset is
i normalized with
w water dep
pth and the fac tor of safety (F
FOS) is calculaated as the ratiio of MPM
tension to miniimum breaking
g strength of sy
ynthetic rope (1,300 MT). Ass expected andd shown in Figgure 6, the softeer mooring
ssystem experiences larger vesssel offset. Forr instance, the all polyester m
mooring system
m in 4,500 metters of water eexperiences
aalmost double the
t offset of th
he all high mod
dulus mooring system.
s
Interesstingly, for all configurationss as water depthh increases
thhe offset to water
w
depth ratiio decreases. In
n the case of the
t all polyestter mooring syystem the norm
malized offset rreduces by
aabout 35% from
m 1,500 meterss to 4,500 meteers water depth
h. This illustrattes the natural rreduction of thhe dynamic offfset with an
inncrease in watter depth due to
t overall systeem damping an
nd the natural period of the system that iss not accountedd for when
m
making a simplle static force and
a resulting offset calculatio
on that is comm
monly made whhen comparingg the performannce of high
pperformance ro
opes to polyesteer rope moorin
ngs.
Also from a dynamic analy
ysis perspectivee the trade-off for lower offseets by using a hhigh modulus rrope is that thee maximum
ddynamic mooriing leg tension
n increases as th
he anchor leg stiffness
s
increaases. As can bee seen in Figurre 6, the FOS oof mooring
ssystem with alll polyester is ab
bout 25% high
her than that off mooring systeem with all higgh modulus synnthetic rope. Siimilarly, as
m
mooring system
m gets softer for
f the higher water
w
depths, the
t maximum mooring leg ttension decreases even thouggh the pretension is increased with wateer depth.

Figure 6. Resu
ults of Extreme Analysis

n fatigue perfoormance of thee mooring systtems studied iss compared
To complette the dynamicc analysis, the tension-tension
uusing a simplified fatigue analysis.
a
For th
his purpose a representativee set of fatiguue cases consiisting of 14 sseastates is
ddeveloped. Thee list of these load
l
cases are provided in Table 4. The fattigue cases aree defined with wind directionn being inliine with one mooring
m
group. The analysis is
i performed in
n the frequencyy domain and tthe contributioon of wave-freqquency and
loow-frequency tension comp
ponents are co
ombined using the API form
mulation of Coombined Specctrum with Duual Narrow
B
Banded Spectru
um [API RP2S
SK, 2005]. Thee fatigue damag
ge of the moorring chain com
mponents is callculated using the API TN curve. A sum
mmary of the fatigue factor of safeties (FOS) at the fairrlead and anchhor is presenteed in Figure 7 where the
ffatigue FOS is calculated as the ratio of fatigue life by thee assumed moooring system deesign life of 200-years. As cleaarly shown
inn this figure, the fatigue life of the chain iss significantly reduced as thee overall synthhetic rope stiffnness increases. Following
thhe same trend,, the fatigue liffe increases ass with the increease in water ddepth (due to thhe compliancee of the synthetic section.
A
As discussed earlier,
e
the dyn
namic loading tends to increease from fairrlead to anchoor and that alsoo results in coonsiderable
ffatigue life redu
uction in the an
nchor chain as compared to th
he top chain.
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Table 4. Fatigue Seasta
ates
Primaryy Wave

LC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Secondarry Wave

Wind data

Curren
nt data

Hs

Tpp

Dir

Hs

Tpp

Dir

Ws

Diir

Vc

dir

(m)

(secc)

(deg.)

(m)

(sec)

(deg.)

(m/sec)

(deeg)

(m/sec)

(deg)

2.22
2.09
1.99
1.87
1.68
1.57
1.55
1.6
1.82
1.97
1.99
2.21
2.25
1.74

6.88
6.99
6.77
7.11
8.66
8.77
9.22
100
10.9
11.6
11.8
12.1
11.4
6.66

195
180
165
150
135
120
105
90
75
60
45
30
15
300

0.82
0.86
0.76
0.63
0.41
0.6
0.74
0.84
1.03
1.08
1.09
1.06
0.96
0.51

7
8.33
8.1
5.33
4
4
4.1
4.66
4.77
5.1
4.99
4.99
4.33
4.5

131
102
101
141
204
192
176
175
172
168
168
170
188
218

9.8
9.9
9.7
8.2
5.7
5.8
5.8
6
6.7
7.2
7.1
7.2
7
4.7

1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880

0.24
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.28
0.28
0.26
0.29
0.28
0.24
0.23
0.19
0.21

220
206
195
199
205
211
195
212
211
215
216
194
239
227

Proob.
5.22%
26.00%
21.22%
10.1%
5.44%
4.77%
5.55%
4.88%
4.55%
4.66%
3.44%
4.11%
0.55%
0.11%

Analysis
Figure 7. Results of Fatigue A

Application
n of high modu
ulus synthetic ropes in mooring systems caan be used to ccontrol vessel offsets, especiially in the
ffrontier deepwaater considered
d in this paperr; however it is important too notice that ooffset control bby using higheer stiffness
ccomponents neeeded to be trad
ded-off for hig
gher mooring loads and reducced fatigue life
fe of the chain components, rresulting in
thhe need for larrger mooring components,
c
especially for highly
h
dynamicc floaters like F
FPSOs. Basedd on author’s eevaluations,
ddesigning a hy
ybrid anchor leeg system with
h a combinatio
on of polyesteer rope and higgh modulus syynthetic rope (springs in
sseries) should provide
p
sufficient flexibility to
t the designerr to come up w
with a combineed stiffness bettween 18.5 tim
mes MBL to
555 times MBL, which would provide reason
nable offsets while
w
managingg the dynamic rresponses.
S
Summary and Conclusions
p
an overview of diffeerent stationkeeping strategiees applicable too frontier deeppwater regions with water
The paper provides
ddepths up to 4,500 meters. Th
he focus has been on stationk
keeping technoology used forr FPSOs and thhe specific chaaracteristics
oof these system
ms are identified. The main drriver for statio
onkeeping perfo
formance is seeen to be offset requirements oof the riser
ssystem which tends
t
to decreease (as a perccentage of watter depth) as thhe water depthh increases. This offset requuirement is
sshown to be a function of riser type which is also driven by water deptth. In general, it is recommennded to use ann integrated
ddesign approach to the riser an
nd stationkeep
ping systems to
o ensure the com
mbined system
m is optimized.
i
disco
onnectable FPS
SOs as a solutio
on for regions subject to hurrricane environnments as it cann allow for
The paper identifies
thhe optimizatio
on of both the stationkeeping
s
and riser systeems with the tr
trade-off of reqquiring a discoonnectable turret mooring
ssystem. Curren
ntly the trend in the Gulf off Mexico is fo
or FPSOs to bbe disconnectaable. The papeer also identifiies that for
ffrontier deep water
w
dynamicaally positioned FPSOs may be an attractive alternative, esspecially for ann extended welll test or as
aan early producction system with a short field
d life.
Taking adv
vantage of lessons learnt from
m industry exp
periences withh stationkeepinng systems dessigned for deeppwater and
uultra-deep projects, recommeendations are made
m
for key factors in desiign of stationkkeeping system
ms for frontier deepwater
aareas. Attention
n has been paid to the main design challen
nges regarding environmentaal conditions annd soil propertties, floater
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type, stationkeeping design philosophy, riser system, mooring system components, installation considerations, and regulatory
environment.
The paper also discusses the use of high modulus synthetic fiber ropes as a component for the anchor leg systems. These
high modulus ropes have a stiffness 3 to 4 times that of polyester rope and are shown to reduce the vessel offsets. A brief
description of the most common high modulus fiber ropes with some relevant references has been provided. Though there are
differences in the performance of the fibers for the purpose of this paper they are considered to be equivalent as the stiffness
and weight of the various ropes are similar. It has also been identified that these ropes are currently 2 to 4 times the cost of an
equivalent polyester rope and this is another parameter that would need to be considered as part of the design phase.
Using a case study, it is demonstrated that the use of higher modulus ropes results in higher dynamic extreme loads and
higher fatigue damage than a mooring system with larger offsets made of polyester. This implies that the selection of the
axial stiffness of the synthetic section of the anchor leg is important and that an optimum stiffness could be selected by using
a combination of segments of polyester rope and high modulus synthetic rope, analogous to combining springs in series. It is
expected that the use of these hybrid designs would be the most cost effective approach to optimizing the vessel offsets.
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